Third and fifth harmonics of a pulsed infrared laser (1064 nm) delivering pulses of nanosecond duration have been generated in the laser ablation plasmas of various materials including the metals Al and Fe and the highly ionic insulators MgF 2 and NaCl. The harmonics were generated in a process triggered by laser ablation followed by frequencyup-conversion of the fundamental laser beam that propagates parallel to the target surface.
Introduction
Year 2011 marks the 50th birthday of Nonlinear Optics [1] . The perturbative treatment of Bloembergen [2] served to introduce phase-matching techniques that allowed efficient frequency up-conversion of an initial fundamental frequency. In this perturbative regime, which holds when using focused common nanosecond (ns) lasers, three and four wave mixing processes account for frequency doubling and tripling in the degenerate case, where all fundamental frequencies involved are equal. Techniques based in low-order harmonic generation (HG), using ns laser pulses duration, have made possible for decades the generation of coherent light in the ultraviolet and vacuum ultraviolet spectral regions [3, 4] to be used in spectroscopy and molecular photodissociation studies [5, 6] . On the other hand, high-order harmonic generation (HHG) [7] requires driving laser pulses of higher intensities (10 14 -10 15 W/cm 2 ) typically achieved with femtosecond (fs) pulses. In a gas medium, and due to basic symmetry considerations, only odd harmonics are generated.
Atomic and molecular gases and vapours in static cells and in gas jets [8, 9] are widely used as nonlinear media for HG.
Pulsed laser ablation of a solid target allows the entraining of a large variety of species in a gas flow, including atoms and molecules (both neutral and ionized), highly charged particles, clusters and aggregates. This occurs through the violent evaporation from the solid and subsequent plasma dynamics, which involves aggregation, fragmentation and electron impact ionization. The nonlinear optical properties of such species, or their behaviour under strong laser irradiation, can thus be studied through this technique [10, 11] .
This makes possible to extend the techniques of HG and HHG to some nonlinear species 3 based in polar molecules, atomic ions or nanoparticles, which are not readily available in the gas phase [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Recently, we have undertaken the study of low-order HG in ablation plumes of dielectric, semiconductor and metal solid targets using Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers with pulses of ns duration [14] [15] [16] . These studies have lead us to propose HG, performed in configurations that allow spatiotemporal exploration of different regions of the plasma, as an advantageous tool for plasma diagnosis due to its high versatility and absence of limitations regarding mass range, spectral range, etc. On the other hand we aim at understanding the impeding and restricting processes of HG in laser generated plasmas and identifying the media that lead to highly efficient up-conversion, as the analysis of low-order harmonics allows definition of the processes which hamper further enhancement of conversion efficiency in HHG processes.
In this paper we report on low-order (3 rd and 5 th ) HG in species present in ablation plasmas of the metals Al and Fe and on the dielectrics MgF 2 and NaCl. The harmonic signal distribution resolved in the spatiotemporal dimensions reveals distinctive characteristics related to the composition and dynamics of the ablation plume of each material at the selected ablation wavelength. We believe the interest of this work is twofold: on one hand, it confirms the potential of the low-harmonic generation for plasma diagnostics of all types of target materials; on the other, it provides a guide for the selection of ablation targets for efficient generation of short wavelength coherent light by high harmonic up-conversion of ultraintense fs pulses.
Experimental
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The experimental set up has been described earlier [14, 15] and a brief account is given here. Ablation plasmas of the different solid targets were generated in vacuum through normal incidence irradiation with the fundamental, second or fourth harmonic of a Q- driving pulse and the ablation pulse was controlled electronically in the range from 0 to 10 s.
Low-order harmonics of the driving laser were produced in the interaction region, and those propagated collinearly with the driving beam. Two highly IR transmissive, UV reflective mirrors were placed at the exit of the vacuum chamber to avoid damage of the detector with the intense IR beam. After the mirrors, a system consisting on a monochromator (TMc300 Bentham) with a ruled 300 lines/mm grating coupled to a time-gated, intensified charge-coupled-device (ICCD, 2151 Andor Technologies) was used for detection of the generated harmonics. The temporal resolution of the acquisition system, taking into account the jitter and the minimum gate width, is 10 ns. For measurements, third (TH) and fifth (FH) harmonics were detected in the same spectral window by monitoring, together with the TH at 355 nm, the second order of the FH at 425.6 nm (2FH). Electronically excited species generated in the plasma produced optical emissions that could, under some conditions, be detected simultaneously with the harmonics. Typical acquisitions corresponded to an accumulation of 150 laser shots and a detection gate of 100 ns. These settings favour the discrimination of harmonic signals from the temporally broad spontaneous emissions of the ablation plasma.
The metal targets employed in the experiments were purchased from Kurt Lesker (Al, 99.99 %) and GoodFellow (Fe, 99.5 %). For experiments with MgF 2 and NaCl, optically flat, 5 mm thick windows were used as targets.
Results and discussion
The ablation wavelength selected for harmonic generation studies herein was chosen for each material to ensure the survival of the target by repetitive laser irradiation and at the same time to produce an intense luminous ablation plume. According to these criteria the metals were ablated at 1064 nm, while the second and fourth harmonics at 532 and 266 nm were selected for the dielectrics MgF 2 and NaCl respectively. Spectra were acquired in the region of interest for a given distance of the driving laser from the target surface and for a range of temporal delays between the ablation and driving lasers. In those measurements, signals from the harmonics of the IR driving laser were recorded simultaneously with laserinduced spontaneous emissions of excited species in the plume. The nature of the emissions detected at 355 and 425.6 nm was further confirmed by measuring the power dependence with respect to the energy of the driving beam. Figure 2 shows the measurements for the 1064-nm laser-generated plasma of Al. The slopes obtained in log-log plots were compatible with the value of 3 and 5, expected for the behaviour of the third and fifth harmonics, respectively, in the perturbative regime. These dependences were observed for TH and 2FH generated in the plumes of all the materials considered here. It should be noted that the relative intensity of the TH and 2FH signals does not directly reflect that of the generated third and fifth harmonics, on one hand because the latter was measured by the signal in second order, and on the other because the spectra were not corrected by the response of the detection system. However, the high In all studied targets, the onset of harmonic signal coincided with the appearance of a luminous plume induced by the ablation laser and the HG efficiency was observed to depend on the ablation pulse energy. Figure 3 shows the case of TH and 2FH signals generated in the plumes of Al and Fe. Harmonic signals rise with ablation pulse energy until a maximum value is reached at 7 and 15 mJ for Al and Fe respectively. This difference is ascribed to the higher ablation fluence threshold for Fe which is twice as large as for Al. The increase of harmonic signal with ablation pulse energy is due to the higher amount of material ejected from the target and correspondingly to the growing local density 8 of nonlinear emitters (through the expected quadratic dependence with local density [19] ).
The signal decline at higher ablation pulse energy should be attributed to the enhanced free electron density in the plasma, which gives a detrimental contribution to the phase mismatch [11] . However, at the higher pulse energies, the possibility of changed plume composition, in terms of mass distribution and degree of ionization, cannot be ruled out.
The FH in Al decays faster with ablation energy than the TH, Figure 3 The behaviour of the emitted harmonics was studied as a function of the spatiotemporal region of the plume sampled by the driving laser. First we monitored the dependence on the delay between ablation and driving pulses and second with the distance of the propagation direction of the driving laser to the target surface (x coordinate). In each case, the ablation laser energy was set to the value of maximum TH generation efficiency. Changes in this value did not affect qualitatively the observed general features. or NaCl is not possible, as these were not measured using the same ablation wavelength, a parameter that determines the ablation mechanism and therefore has a strong influence on the velocity of the ejected species [21] [22] [23] .
The measurements of the intensity of the harmonic signals as a function of the distance to the target x give information of the spatial dimensions of the laser-created nonlinear media.
The behaviour of the TH and FH generated by the IR laser plume of the metals Al and Fe is plotted in Figure 5 . For each distance probed, the delay between the ablation and the fundamental beams was set at the value corresponding to the optimum signal. As observed, the harmonic yield is negligible at 2.5 mm away from the target. Assuming optimum phase matching conditions, the dependence of harmonic signal with the distance to the target x is mediated by the corresponding dependence of the product d 2 L p 2 , where d is the density and L p is the length of nonlinear medium [15, 16] . In an isotropic emission of nonlinear species from the target, d scales with x -2 . As L p is expected to be proportional to x, the harmonic signal should be compatible with a x -2 dependence. As showed in Figure 5 , harmonic signals closely follow this dependence.
Finally we obtained an estimate of the harmonic generation efficiency in the plumes of the investigated targets [14] . For determination of the TH generation efficiency, a strongly attenuated TH of another Nd:YAG laser (355 nm), was made to propagate along the direction of propagation of the driving beam with similar propagation geometry and identical detection conditions to the TH emitted from the ablation plume of a given target.
Attenuation was tuned so that the signal magnitude was comparable to that obtained from the TH generated in the plume. Measurement of the pulse energy prior to attenuation, together with a well characterized attenuation factor, allowed us to estimate pulse energies, which provided an absolute reference for the energy of the TH emitted from the plume.
Errors due to uncertainties in the divergence of the beams were minimized by using the widest slits possible in the monochromator and checking that no significant spatial selection was taking place. This procedure yielded an efficiency value of  4x10 
